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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
In post-and-rail systems, the rail height plays a crucial role in the way an errant vehicle 
interacts with the barrier. A low rail height may increase the chance of vehicle rollover, while an 
excessively tall rail may cause vehicle snagging, underride, and occupant compartment 
penetration. The rail mounting height and the post embedment depth may be altered by various 
installation or environmental occurrences, such as soil erosion, frost heave, human error, and 
future roadway surface overlays. Hence, the maximum and minimum heights of a barrier system 
are selected to mitigate concerns for mounting height variability while allowing for safe vehicle 
containment and redirection. 
The Midwest Guardrail System (MGS) is a post-and-rail system which was originally 
developed according to the Test Level 3 (TL-3) standards set forth by the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report No. 350 [1] to provide a reliable W-beam 
guardrail system capable of capturing and redirecting larger vehicles, specifically the ¾-ton 
pickup truck, while minimizing the potential for barrier underride by the small car [2]. The MGS 
has also been successfully crash tested and evaluated according to the TL-3 procedures provided 
in the Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) [3] for both the 1100C passenger car and 
the 2270P pickup truck [4-5]. For the NCHRP Report No. 350 and MASH testing programs, the 
top rail mounting height of the MGS was 32 in. (813 mm) for passenger cars and 31 in. (787 
mm) for pickup trucks. 
Although the MGS was crash tested with pickup trucks using a 31-in. (787-mm) top rail 
mounting height, the MGS would provide acceptable safety performance at lower mounting 
heights. For example, the modified G4(1S) W-beam guardrail system demonstrated acceptable 
safety performance according to the TL-3 criteria provided in MASH when installed with a 27¾-
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in. (705-mm) top rail mounting height [6, 7]. Prior full-scale crash testing with pickup trucks at 
25-degree angles has demonstrated that the MGS provides improved barrier performance over 
that observed with the modified G4(1S) barrier system. Therefore, the MGS should also meet the 
TL-3 requirements found in MASH when installed with a top rail height of 27¾ in. (705 mm). 
Based on prior crash testing of the modified G4(1S) and MGS barrier systems, researchers at the 
Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) reasoned that the standard MGS would provide 
acceptable safety performance when installed with top rail mounting heights ranging between 
27¾ in. (705 mm) and 32 in. (813 mm). Therefore, the recommended minimum and maximum 
top rail mounting heights for the standard MGS were previously established as 27¾ in. (705 mm) 
and 32 in. (813 mm), respectively. 
The MGS has also been successfully crash-tested and evaluated with 820C small 
passenger cars with flare rates as high as 5:1 [8]. The increased impact severity of this particular 
configuration did not accompany barrier underride and provided evidence that the upper height 
tolerance for the MGS may be increased significantly from the current maximum allowable 
value. 
Raising the height of the rail can lead to the following five problems regarding system 
performance of the MGS: (1) vehicle underride (small car); (2) post snagging (small car); (3) 
occupant compartment penetration (small car); (4) excessive deflection due to reduced lateral 
resistance (pickup truck); and (5) overloaded anchors that were designed for shorter heights 
(pickup truck). Before the larger deflections are quantified or the anchorages are evaluated at 
new heights, the rail height limit for acceptable small car interaction has to be defined. Although 
many full-scale crash tests have utilized a small car impacting a guardrail system, there have 
been no recent underride issues which could provide useful insight into the upper limits for the 
MGS. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objective of this research project was to evaluate the safety performance of an 
increased-height MGS with respect to underride and post snagging for small cars. The guardrail 
systems were to be evaluated according to the Test Level 3 (TL-3) safety performance criteria set 
forth by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) in 
MASH [3]. 
1.3 Scope 
The research objectives were achieved through the completion of several tasks. First, a 
literature review was performed of recent W-beam tests to examine the interaction between small 
cars and guardrails. Second, engineering analysis, evaluation of 1100C vehicle and W-beam rail 
geometries, dynamic response for posts embedded in soil, and experience with crash testing 
various guardrail systems were all considered to determine the initial maximum top rail height 
for the MGS. Next, two full-scale crash tests were performed on the MGS with a top rail 
mounting height of 34 in. (864 mm) and 36 in. (914 mm), respectively, impacted by 1100C 
vehicles. Finally, conclusions and recommendations were made that pertain to the safety 
performance of the maximum-height MGS. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Several differences exist between the NCHRP Report No. 350 and MASH testing criteria 
for longitudinal barriers [1, 3]. First, the small car vehicle utilized in NCHRP Report No. 350 
weighed 1,808 lb (820 kg), while the small car vehicle utilized in MASH weighs 2,425 lb (1,100 
kg). Second, the impact angle for the TL-3 small car full-scale crash test was 20.0 degrees for 
NCHRP Report No. 350, but was increased to 25.0 degrees for MASH. Both of these changes 
result in a significantly higher impact severity (IS) for the MASH testing. On the other hand, the 
820C vehicle is expected to have higher occupant ridedown accelerations. Third, the height of 
the center of gravity (c.g.) for the pickup truck was set at 28 in. (711 mm) in MASH, whereas 
there was no required c.g. height in NCHRP Report No. 350. Finally, the weight of the pickup 
truck was increased from 4,409 lb (2,000 kg) to 5,000 lb (2,268 kg). 
Most of the current strong-post, W-beam systems have been modified to improve 
performance for impacts with high-center-of-gravity light trucks introduced by MASH. One of 
the typical modifications includes raising the top rail mounting height from the previous standard 
of 27 or 27¾ in. (686 or 705 mm) to a nominal top mounting height of 31 in. (787 mm). 
Although this height increase improves system performance for pickup truck impacts, it also 
makes the system more susceptible to vehicle snag and/or underride when impacted by small 
cars.  
The guardrail systems incorporating the increased mounting height have typically been 
tested to NCHRP Report No. 350 [1]. However, with the adoption of the new MASH standards 
[3], some systems have been tested with the new 2,425-lb (1,100-kg) 1100C small car. Systems 
that have been validated by either NCHRP Report No. 350 or MASH at higher top rail mounting 
heights will be discussed in detail in the following sections. A summary of passenger car tests on
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Table 1. Recent Small-Car Testing Performed on W-Beam Guardrail Systems 
Test No. Proprietary (Y/N) System 
Top Rail 
Height 
in. (mm) 
Barrier Features Accepted to Vehicle Developer 
Ref. 
No. 
GMS-2 Y GMS Guardrail 31 (787) 
Gregory Mini-
Spacer, no blockouts
350 / 
MASH 820C 
Gregory Highway 
Products 9-11 
057073101 Y NU-GUARD 31 (787) 
Rib-Bak U-Channel 
Posts, no blockouts 
350 / 
MASH 820C 
Nucor Steel 
Marion, Inc. 12 
220570-1 Y T-31 31 (787) 
Modified W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, no blockouts 
350 / 
MASH 1100C 
Trinity Highway 
Safety Products 14-15
220570-4 Y T-31 31 (787) 
Modified W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, no blockouts 
350 / 
MASH 820C 
Trinity Highway 
Safety Products 14-15
400001-TGS2 Y TGS 31 (787) 
Standard W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, no blockouts 
350 / 
MASH 820C 
Trinity Highway 
Safety Products 16 
NPG-1 N MGS 32 (813) 
Standard W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, 12-in. deep 
blockouts 
350 820C MwRSF 2, 17-19 
2214MG-3 N MGS 32 (813) 
Standard W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, 12-in. deep 
blockouts 
MASH 1100C MwRSF 5, 20-21 
FR-3 N MGS 31 (787) 
Standard W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, 12-in. deep 
blockouts, 7:1 flare 
No 
acceptance 
granted 
currently 
820C MwRSF 8 
FR-5 N MGS 31 (787) 
Standard W6x8.5 
(W152x12.6) steel 
posts, 12-in. deep 
blockouts, 5:1 flare 
No 
acceptance 
granted 
currently 
820C MwRSF 8 
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guardrail systems utilizing higher top rail mounting heights is shown in Table 1. A majority of 
sources from agencies outside the Midwest Roadside Safety Facility were in the form of Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) acceptance letters and Transportation Research Board (TRB) 
articles and papers. Therefore, testing information and specific system detail are limited for these 
agencies. 
2.2 Proprietary Systems 
2.2.1 Gregory Highway Products 
In 2006, Gregory Highway Products developed a proprietary fastener called the Gregory 
Mini Spacer (GMS) to replace standard guardrail bolts. Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) 
conducted two tests using this fastener on a Modified G4(1S) W-beam system utilizing 820C and 
2270P vehicles. The modified G4(1S) system has a nominal barrier height of 31 in. (787 mm) 
and no blockouts. Test no. GMS-2 with the 820C vehicle was successful, and FHWA gave 
acceptance for the fastener to be used in place of a standard guardrail bolt on any non-proprietary 
strong or weak post W-beam system that currently meets NCHRP Report No. 350 standards [8]. 
The guardrail system utilizing this new fastener is called the GMS Guardrail [10]. Although the 
system was tested with the pickup truck specified in MASH, it was not accepted to MASH 
standards at this time. 
In 2008, Gregory Highway Products requested formal FHWA acceptance of the GMS 
Guardrail under the provisions of the new MASH standards. Two tests, in addition to the ones 
performed for the previous acceptance letter, were performed using 2270P vehicles. The system 
was tested with a top rail height of 27⅝ in. (702 mm). No new tests were performed using the 
small car, although acceptance was granted for use of the GMS Guardrail system under MASH 
standards [11]. 
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2.2.2 Nucor Steel Marion, Inc. 
In 2007, Nucor Steel Marion Inc. developed a new post for their NU-Guard 31-in. (787-
mm) high and NU-Guard 27-in. (686-mm) high strong post W-beam systems. Nucor sought 
FHWA acceptance for both NCHRP Report No. 350 and MASH standards for the 31-in. (787-
mm) system, but just NCHRP Report No. 350 acceptance for the 27-in. (686-mm) system. In 
order to reduce the number of tests required to meet both standards, and to avoid redundancy, 
three tests were conducted by Holmes Solutions of New Zealand. Test nos. 3-10 and 3-11 with 
820C and 2270P vehicles, respectively, were conducted on the 31-in. (787-mm) system, while 
test no. 3-11 with a 2000P vehicle was performed on the 27-in. (686-mm) system. An 1100C 
vehicle was not used due to the lighter 820C vehicle having an increased propensity for 
excessive ridedown decelerations, snag, and underride. 
MASH test no. 3-10 (test no. 057073101) was performed on a median barrier 
configuration of the 31-in.(787-mm) system. It was considered to produce the greatest risk to the 
occupant because it was stiffer than the roadside configuration. The 31-in. (787-mm) system did 
not utilize blockouts in either the median or roadside applications. The test was successful 
utilizing the 820C small car with a 31 in. (787 mm) top rail mounting height, and the system was 
accepted to both NCHRP Report No. 350 and MASH standards for blocked and non-blocked 
configurations [12-13].  
2.2.3 Trinity Highway Safety Products 
In 2005, a strong post W-beam guardrail system called the T-31 was designed by Trinity 
Highway Safety Products Division. The system was tested by Texas Transportation Institute 
(TTI) and uses standard 12-gauge W-beam and modified W6x8.5 (W152x12.6) steel posts with a 
top rail height of 31 in. (787 mm). Three tests were performed on this barrier: (1) NCHRP 
Report No. 350 test no. 3-10 utilizing an 820C vehicle (test no. 220570-4), (2) MASH test no. 3-
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10 utilizing an 1100C vehicle (test no. 220570-1), and (3) MASH test no. 3-11 utilizing a 2270P 
vehicle (test no. 220570-2). At the time, these vehicles were tested in the anticipation of the 
MASH testing standards. All test results satisfied the safety criteria of NCHRP Report No. 350 
and MASH. Therefore, the T-31 was accepted as a TL-3 barrier under both NCHRP Report No. 
350 and MASH [14-15].  
In 2007, TTI tested another proprietary guardrail system called the Trinity Guardrail 
System (TGS) for Trinity Highway Safety Products Division. The TGS used standard W6x8.5 
(W150x12.6) steel line posts without blockouts and a 12-gauge W-beam mounted at a top rail 
height of 31 in. (787 mm). Two tests were performed on this barrier: (1) MASH test no. 3-11 
(test no. 400001-TGS1) utilizing a 2270P vehicle, and (2) NCHRP Report No. 350 test no. 3-10 
(test no. 400001-TGS2) utilizing an 820C vehicle. Results from both tests satisfied the safety 
performance criteria of their corresponding standard, NCHRP Report No. 350 or MASH. 
Therefore, the TGS was accepted as a TL-3 barrier under both NCHRP Report No. 350 and 
MASH [16]. 
2.3 Non-Proprietary Systems 
2.3.1 Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) 
In the early 2000s, researchers at the Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) 
developed a new guardrail system called the Midwest Guardrail System (MGS) in order to 
improve performance for high-center-of-gravity light trucks. The MGS incorporated a 31-in. 
(787-mm) nominal height to the top of the rail, splices located between posts, and an increased 
blockout depth of 12 in. (305 mm). One small car test was performed on the new system, 
NCHRP Report No. 350 test no. 3-10 with an 820C vehicle (test no. NPG-1). For this test, the 
top of the rail was placed at 32 in. (813 mm) to demonstrate the barrier performance at the 
maximum allowable rail height, and the MGS satisfied NCHRP Report 350 evaluation criteria 
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[2, 17-18]. Subsequently, FHWA acceptance was granted for the MGS to NCHRP Report No. 
350 standards in 2005 [19]. 
While the MASH document was being written, NCHRP Project No. 22-14(2) was 
undertaken by researchers at MwRSF to evaluate current roadside safety devices. One of the 
selected barriers was the MGS barrier mounted at a top rail height of 32 in. (813 mm) when 
impacted by a 2,425-lb (1,100-kg) small car (test no. 2214MG-3). Test results showed the barrier 
satisfied the TL-3 evaluation criteria found in MASH [5,20]. The MGS has since been accepted 
according to MASH standards [21]. 
In 2008, MwRSF conducted a study that examined critical flare rates for the MGS. Two 
tests were performed with an 820C small car and a 31-in. (787-mm) nominal rail mounting 
height. The first test, test no. FR-3, was performed on the MGS with a flare rate of 7:1, while the 
second, test no. FR-5, had a flare rate of 5:1. Thus, the effective impact angles for these tests 
were 28.7 and 31.8 degrees, respectively. Both tests satisfied the safety performance criteria of 
NCHRP Report No. 350. Tests with vehicles in the light truck category were also successfully 
performed and reported [8], thus establishing the maximum recommended flare rate of 5:1.  
2.4 Terminals 
With the modification of several standard barriers to a new rail height, terminals for these 
barriers were affected. FHWA accepted several terminals to be used with the taller W-beam 
strong post systems. Terminals that were accepted for the MGS are: SKT (test no. SMG-1), 
SKT-LITE, FLEAT (test nos. FLEAT-5, FLEAT-6, and FLEAT-8), and the ET-Plus 31 (test no. 
220601-2) [22-25]. Additionally, researchers at MwRSF tested an SKT-MGS Tangent End 
Terminal while working on NCHRP Project 22-14(2) (test no. 2214TT-1). The rail was mounted 
at a height of 32 in. (813 mm) and met the proposed standards of MASH [26]. SKT and FLEAT 
terminals were also accepted for use with the GMS-WB31 system through similarities to the 
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MGS [27]. The SRT-31 terminal has been accepted for use with the MGS, T-31, and GMS-
WB31 systems through test no. 220541-2 [28]. 
2.5 Discussion 
All of the systems discussed in this literature review were deemed acceptable according 
to the respective standards to which they were tested. Upon reviewing the test results, the 
potential for wheel snag and underride was evident. 
Two concerns arise when wheel snag occurs: (1) the wheel is pushed rearward against the 
wheel well, which could deform the floorpan and (2) the longitudinal forces on the wheel 
increase the occupant risk values. Test no. FR-3 showed the propensity for wheel snag, as shown 
in Figure 1. Additionally, the small car utilized in test no. FR-5 encountered wheel snag on post 
no. 15, as shown in Figure 2. These flare rate tests, however, were more severe than a standard 
W-beam test, as the small car impacted at a higher effective angle of 31.8 degrees. As stated 
before, both of these tests passed the NCHRP Report No. 350 test criteria, and experienced 
acceptable floorpan deflections and occupant risk values. Thus, wheel snag may not pose a 
critical risk to the small car at higher rail heights. In test no. 2214MG-3, slight wheel snag 
occurred that did not abruptly stop the vehicle but caused it to yaw toward the barrier, as shown 
in Figures 3 and 4. 
Barrier underride also poses a significant risk for two reasons: (1) the rail slides along the 
top of the hood and comes into contact with the base of the windshield, which could cause 
unacceptable deformations of the windshield and/or intrusion into the occupant compartment, 
and (2) the vehicle may traverse under the rail and impact a hazard behind the barrier. No recent 
W-beam guardrail tests have experienced significant barrier underride. Thus, recent tests were 
evaluated for the potential for barrier underride. 
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The potential for barrier underride was seen in several tests. In some tests, the rail 
contacted the front of the vehicle and began to slide upward, but snagged under the hood and the 
quarter panel, as shown in Figure 5. The hood snag did not pose a threat to the occupants of the 
vehicle, but the rail may not be caught under the hood at higher rail heights, which would allow 
underride to occur.  
 
Figure 1. Test No. FR-3, Potential for Wheel Snag 
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Figure 2. Test No. FR-5, Wheel Snag 
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Figure 3. Test No. 2214MG-3, Wheel Snag 
 
Figure 4. Test No. 2214MG-3, Vehicle Yaws Toward the Barrier 
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Figure 5. Test No. 2214MG-3, Rail Snags Under the Hood 
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3 RAIL HEIGHT TESTING RECOMMENDATION 
3.1 Introduction 
The MGS has successfully redirected an 1100C small car with the top rail height at 32 in. 
(813 mm) and several 820C small cars at a top rail height of 31 in. (787 mm). Several factors 
need to be considered in order to make a recommendation for a maximum top rail height for the 
MGS. These factors include small car geometry, rail geometry, soil and post yielding forces, post 
length, and post embedment depth. The new height will affect the way the light truck interacts 
with the system, but that is beyond the scope of this project. 
3.2 Vehicle and Rail Geometry 
Front end geometry of the 1100C vehicle is a key factor in deciding how high the rail can 
be raised without the vehicle underriding the barrier. Averaged vehicle dimensions are shown in 
Figure 6, and dimensions for two specific 1100C vehicles are shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 6. 1100C Vehicle Schematic, Average Measurements 
Another key geometric factor is the vehicle to rail relationship, as shown in Figures 8 and 
9. When the rail is mounted at a height of 32 in. (813 mm), the rail no longer contacts the 
bumper—its contact is primarily with the hood and side quarter panel of the vehicle. Because 
several tests have successfully passed with that type of contact, the height of the rail may be 
increased several inches and still successfully capture the vehicle. As shown in Figure 6, the 
distance between the top of the bumper and the upper edge of the side panel is approximately 
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17.5 in. (445 mm), providing a broad area for rail interaction without the rail contacting the A-
pillar.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. 1100C Front End Dimensions 
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Figure 8. 1100C Next to 32-, 34-, and 36-in. (813-, 864-, and 914-mm) MGS – Rear View 
32-in. (813-mm) 
MGS 
34-in. (864-mm) 
MGS 
36-in. (914-mm) 
MGS 
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Figure 9. 1100C Next to 32-, 34-, and 36-in. (813-, 864-, and 914-mm) MGS – Front View
32-in. (813-mm) 
MGS 
34-in. (864-mm) 
MGS 
36-in. (914-mm) 
MGS 
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3.3 Post Length, Post Embedment Depth, and Rail Height 
A different factor to be considered is post length and embedment depth.  If the top rail 
height increases, so is the height of the post above the ground.  Since it is desired to use the 
standard, 72-in. (1,829-mm) length, W6x8.5 or W6x9 (W152x12.6 or W152x13.4) steel post, as 
used in the original MGS, the embedment depth will decrease in direct proportion to the raising 
of the rail. 
The post height above ground is 1 in. (25 mm) higher than the top of the rail height.  
Thus, for the nominal rail height of 31 in. (787 mm), the nominal post embedment depth is 40 in. 
(1,016 mm). 
When the rail is raised, the dynamic yield force for the post-soil interaction is decreased 
due to the longer moment arm between the ground and the mounting height of the rail. 
???????? ? ???????????????? [Eq. 1] 
where 
F = dynamic yield force 
h = rail mounting height (or acting force height) 
As the post embedment depth is decreased, the dynamic yield force also decreases.  
According to Appendix A of NCHRP Report No. 350 [1], this relationship is given as: 
???? ? ???????? ? ?????????????
?
  [Eq. 2] 
where 
d = post embedment depth 
Since both of these factors are occurring in raising the standard MGS, the accumulative 
effect on the dynamic yield force would be: 
???? ? ???????? ????????????? ? ?
????
?????????
?
  [Eq. 3] 
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Using Equation 3, the effect on the dynamic yield force can be investigated for various 
rail heights and corresponding post embedment depths. 
However, the nominal dynamic yield force is not simply defined. Based on many 
previous post-in-soil bogie testing [2,3,29,30], the typical dynamic yield force falls within a 
range of 6-10 kips (27-44 kN). Thus, dynamic yield forces for top rail heights of 32-38 in. (813-
965 mm) by 1-in. (25-mm) increments were calculated for nominal dynamic yield forces of 6, 8, 
and 10 kips (27, 36, and 44 kN). Results are shown in Table 2. Calculations were performed for 
Equations 1, 2, and 3 so that the individual, as well as the accumulative, effect of raising the rail 
could be distinguished. 
Table 2. Post-Soil Dynamic Yield Forces 
 
 
3.4 Discussion and Recommendation 
There is no “formula” that can be applied to determine the maximum rail height to test. 
The goal is to determine what might be considered a reasonable and practical maximum height to 
nominal
Top Rail Height [in.] 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
Acting Force Height [in.] 24.875 25.875 26.875 27.875 28.875 29.875 30.875 31.875
Embedment Depth [in.] 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 6 5.7 5.4 5.1 4.9 4.6 4.3 4.1
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 8 7.6 7.2 6.8 6.5 6.1 5.8 5.4
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 10 9.5 9.0 8.6 8.1 7.7 7.2 6.8
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 6 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.7
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 8 7.7 7.4 7.1 6.9 6.7 6.4 6.2
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 10 9.6 9.3 8.9 8.6 8.3 8.1 7.8
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 6 5.5 5.0 4.6 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.2
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 8 7.3 6.7 6.1 5.6 5.1 4.7 4.2
Dynamic Yield Force [kips] 10 9.1 8.4 7.6 7.0 6.4 5.8 5.3
increased rail height and decreased embedment depth
calculated Dynamic Yield Forces based on decreased embedment depth
(impact height remains at 24.875 in.)
calculated Dynamic Yield Forces based on increased rail height
(embedment depth stays at 40 in.)
calculated Dynamic Yield Forces based on both
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the experts in roadside safety. This includes a thoughtful use of the geometry and force 
information detailed in sections 3.2 and 3.3.  The rail should be low enough such that a good 
portion of it remains alongside of the vehicle’s side fender and door, and not rely on capture via 
the A-pillar and window area of the door. Other small vehicles, with a lower profile than the 
current 1100C, should be kept in mind. Calculated post-in-soil dynamic yield forces around 8 
kips (36 kN) might be considered ideal, but less than 6 kips (27 kN) should be avoided if 
possible. 
After several discussions and time for contemplation, it was recommended to test the 
MGS at a rail height of 34 in. (864 mm). If that test were to pass all MASH criteria, then a 
follow-up test at 36 in. (914 mm) would be recommended unless test results clearly indicated 
that a higher or lower height should be considered. 
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4 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 
4.1 Test Requirements 
Longitudinal barriers, such as W-beam guardrails, must satisfy impact safety standards in 
order to be accepted by FHWA for use on the National Highway System (NHS). For new 
hardware, these safety standards consist of the guidelines and procedures published in MASH 
[3]. According to TL-3 of MASH, longitudinal barrier systems must be subjected to two full-
scale vehicle crash tests. The two full-scale crash tests are noted below: 
1. Test Designation 3-10 consisting of a 2,425-lb (1,100-kg) passenger car impacting the 
system at a nominal speed and angle of 62 mph (100 km/h) and 25 degrees, 
respectively. 
 
2. Test Designation 3-11 consisting of a 5,000-lb (2,268-kg) pickup truck impacting the 
system at a nominal speed and angle of 62 mph (100 km/h) and 25 degrees, 
respectively. 
 
The test conditions of TL-3 longitudinal barriers are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3. MASH TL-3 Crash Test Conditions 
Test 
Article 
Test 
Designation 
Test 
Vehicle 
Impact Conditions 
Evaluation 
Criteria 1 Speed Angle 
(deg) mph km/h 
Longitudinal 
Barrier 
3-10 1100C 62 100 25 A,D,F,H,I 
3-11 2270P 62 100 25 A,D,F,H,I 
1 Evaluation criteria explained in Table 4. 
 
4.2 Evaluation Criteria 
Evaluation criteria for full-scale vehicle crash testing are based on three appraisal areas: 
(1) structural adequacy; (2) occupant risk; and (3) vehicle trajectory after collision. Criteria for 
structural adequacy are intended to evaluate the ability of the guardrail system to contain and 
redirect impacting vehicles. In addition, controlled lateral deflection of the test article is 
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acceptable. Occupant risk evaluates the degree of hazard to occupants in the impacting vehicle. 
Post-impact vehicle trajectory is a measure of the potential of the vehicle to result in a secondary 
collision with other vehicles and/or fixed objects, thereby increasing the risk of injury to the 
occupants of the impacting vehicle and/or other vehicles. These evaluation criteria are 
summarized in Table 4 and defined in greater detail in MASH. The full-scale vehicle crash tests 
were conducted and reported in accordance with the procedures provided in MASH. 
In addition to the standard occupant risk measures, the Post-Impact Head Deceleration 
(PHD), the Theoretical Head Impact Velocity (THIV), and the Acceleration Severity Index (ASI) 
were determined and reported on the test summary sheets. Additional discussion on PHD, THIV 
and ASI is provided in MASH. 
4.3 Soil Strength Requirements 
In order to limit the variation of soil strength among testing agencies, foundation soil 
must satisfy the recommended performance characteristics set forth in Chapter 3 and Appendix 
B of MASH. Testing facilities must first subject the designated soil to a dynamic post test to 
demonstrate a minimum dynamic load of 7.5 kips (33.4 kN) at deflections between 5 and 20 in. 
(127 and 508 mm). If satisfactory results are observed, a static test is conducted using an 
identical test installation. The results from this static test become the baseline requirement for 
soil strength in future full-scale crash testing in which the designated soil is used. An additional 
post installed near the impact point is statically tested on the day of the full-scale crash test in the 
same manner as used in the baseline static test. The full-scale crash test can be conducted only if 
the static test results show a soil resistance equal to or greater than 90 percent of the baseline test 
at deflections of 5, 10, and 15 in. (127, 254, and 381 mm). Otherwise, the crash test must be 
postponed until the soil demonstrates adequate post-soil strength.  
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Table 4. MASH Evaluation Criteria for Longitudinal Barrier 
Structural 
Adequacy 
A. Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle or bring the 
vehicle to a controlled stop; the vehicle should not penetrate, 
underride, or override the installation although controlled lateral 
deflection of the test article is acceptable. 
Occupant 
Risk 
D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article 
should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant 
compartment, or present an undue hazard to other traffic, 
pedestrians, or personnel in a work zone. Deformations of, or 
intrusions into, the occupant compartment should not exceed limits 
set forth in Section 5.3 and Appendix E of MASH. 
F. The vehicle should remain upright during and after collision. The 
maximum roll and pitch angles are not to exceed 75 degrees. 
H. Occupant Impact Velocities (OIV) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3 of 
MASH for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following 
limits: 
 Occupant Impact Velocity Limits 
Component Preferred Maximum 
Longitudinal and Lateral 30 ft/s (9.1 m/s) 
40 ft/s 
(12.2 m/s) 
I. The Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (ORA) (see Appendix A, 
Section A5.3 of MASH for calculation procedure) should satisfy the 
following limits: 
 Occupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits  
Component Preferred Maximum 
Longitudinal and Lateral 15.0 g’s 20.49 g’s 
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5 TEST CONDITIONS 
5.1 Test Facility 
The testing facility is located at the Lincoln Air Park on the northwest side of the Lincoln 
Municipal Airport and is approximately 5 miles (8.0 km) northwest of the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln. 
5.2 Vehicle Tow and Guidance System 
A reverse cable tow system with a 1:2 mechanical advantage was used to propel the test 
vehicle. The distance traveled and the speed of the tow vehicle were one-half that of the test 
vehicle. The test vehicle was released from the tow cable before impact with the barrier system. 
A digital speedometer on the tow vehicle increased the accuracy of the test vehicle impact speed. 
A vehicle guidance system developed by Hinch [31] was used to steer the test vehicle. A 
guide-flag, attached to the left-front wheel and the guide cable, was sheared off before impact 
with the barrier system. The ⅜-in. (9.5-mm) diameter guide cable was tensioned to 
approximately 3,500 lb (15.6 kN) and supported both laterally and vertically every 100 ft (30.5 
m) by hinged stanchions. The hinged stanchions stood upright while holding up the guide cable, 
but as the vehicle was towed down the line, the guide-flag struck and knocked each stanchion to 
the ground. 
5.3 Test Vehicles 
For test no. MGSMRH-1, a 2003 Kia Rio sedan was used as the test vehicle. The curb, 
test inertial, and gross static vehicle weights were 2,401 lb (1,089 kg), 2,429 lb (1,102 kg), and 
2,599 lb (1,179 kg), respectively. The test vehicle is shown in Figure 10, and vehicle dimensions 
are shown in Figure 11. 
For test no. MGSMRH-2, a 2004 Kia Rio sedan was used as the test vehicle. The curb, 
test inertial, and gross static vehicle weights were 2,449 lb (1,111 kg), 2,412 lb (1,094 kg), and
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Figure 10. Test Vehicle, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 11. Vehicle Dimensions, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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2,583 lb (1,172 kg), respectively. The test vehicle is shown in Figure 12, and vehicle dimensions 
are shown in Figure 13. 
The longitudinal component of the center of gravity (c.g.) was determined using the 
measured axle weights [32]. The vertical component of the c.g. of each 1100C vehicle was 
estimated based on historical c.g. height measurements. The location of the final c.g. of each 
vehicle is shown in Figures 11 and 13 through 15. Data used to calculate the location of the c.g. 
and ballast information are shown in Appendix B. 
Square, black and white-checkered targets were placed on each vehicle for reference to 
be viewed from the high-speed digital video cameras and aid in the video analysis, as shown in 
Figures 14 and 15. Round, checkered targets were placed at the center of gravity on the left-side 
door, the right-side door, and the roof of each vehicle.  
The front wheels of each test vehicle were aligned to vehicle standards except the toe-in 
value was adjusted to zero so that the vehicles would track properly along the guide cable. A 5B 
flash bulb was mounted on the right side of the vehicle’s dash and was fired by a pressure tape 
switch mounted at the impact corner of the bumper. The flash bulb was fired upon initial impact 
with the test article to create a visual indicator of the precise time of impact on the high-speed 
videos. A remote controlled brake system was installed in each test vehicle so the vehicle could 
be brought safely to a stop after the test. 
5.4 Simulated Occupant 
For both tests, a Hybrid II 50th Percentile Adult Male Dummy, equipped with clothing and 
footwear, was placed in the right-front seat of the test vehicle with the seat belt fastened. The 
dummy, which had a final weight of 170 lb (77 kg), was represented by model no. 572, serial no. 
451, and was manufactured by Android Systems of Carson, California. As recommended by 
MASH, the dummy was not included in calculating the c.g location. 
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Figure 12. Test Vehicle, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 13. Vehicle Dimensions, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
Date:
Make:
Tire Size:
a 64 3/4 (1645) b 55 1/2 (1410)
c 166 3/4 (4235) d 38 (965)
e 95 (2413) f 33 3/4 (857)
g 17 (432) h 36 (916)
i 9 (229) j 21 3/8 (543)
k 11 (279) l 22 3/8 (568)
m 57 1/4 (1454) n 56 7/8 (1445)
o 27 3/8 (695) p 3 1/4 (83)
q 22 5/8 (575) r 15 1/2 (394)
s 12 (305) t 64 1/4 (1632)
10 3/4 (273)
10 7/8 (276)
24 3/8 (619)
214 1/2 (5448)
Gross Static LF RF 6 7/8 (175)
LR RR 16 1/2 (419)
Weights       
lbs (kg) Curb Test Inertial Gross Static
W-front 1532 (695) 1495 (678) 1582 (718) Transmition Type:
W-rear 917 (416) 917 (416) 1000 (454) Manual
W-total 2449 (1111) 2412 (1094) 2583 (1172) RWD 4WD
Dummy Data
Front
Rear
Total
Note any damage prior to test:
GVWR Ratings
1742
3399
1808
None
Type:
Mass:
Seat Position:
9/9/2010
Kia
P175/65 R14
Vehicle I.D.#:
Mass Distribution
Test Number:
*(All Measurements Refer to Impacting Side)
Year:
Tire Inflation Pressure: 30 psi.
1100C RIO
KNADC125046337310
Odometer:
Model:MGSMRH-2
2004 93345
482
775
Engine Size
Frame Height (F)
Wheel Well Clearance (F)
Engine Type
Frame Height (R)
Vehicle Geometry -- in. (mm)
Wheel Well Clearance (R)
170 lbs.
Passenger
518
807
FWD
Hybrid 1
Automatic
Wheel Center Height Front
Wheel Center Height Rear
4cyl Gas
1.6L
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Figure 14. Target Geometry, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 15. Target Geometry, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
B
E
F
30 3/4
21 3/4
(781)
D H
45 1/4 (1149)C
15 1/4 (387)
G
I
J
17(940)
(921) (724)36 1/4
37
MGSMRH-2
28 1/2
(432)
(2438)96
K 28 1/4
TEST #:
TARGET GEOMETRY-- in. (mm)
A
36 (914) (718)
(552)
L 46 (1168)
M 53 3/4 (1365)
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5.5 Data Acquisition Systems 
5.5.1 Accelerometers 
Two environmental shock and vibration sensor/recorder systems were used to measure 
the accelerations in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions. All of the accelerometers 
were mounted near the center of gravity of the test vehicles. The electronic accelerometer data 
obtained in dynamic testing was filtered using the SAE Class 60 and the SAE Class 180 
Butterworth filter conforming to the SAE J211/1 specifications [33]. 
The first accelerometer system was a two-arm piezoresistive accelerometer system 
manufactured by Endevco of San Juan Capistrano, California. Three accelerometers were used to 
measure each of the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations independently at a sample 
rate of 10,000 Hz. The accelerometers were configured and controlled using a system developed 
and manufactured by Diversified Technical Systems, Inc. (DTS) of Seal Beach, California. More 
specifically, data was collected using a DTS Sensor Input Module (SIM), Model TDAS3-SIM-
16M. The SIM was configured with 16 MB SRAM memory and 8 sensor input channels with 
250 kB SRAM/channel. The SIM was mounted on a TDAS3-R4 module rack. The module rack 
was configured with isolated power/event/communications, 10BaseT Ethernet and RS232 
communication, and an internal backup battery. Both the SIM and module rack were 
crashworthy. The “DTS TDAS Control” computer software program and a customized Microsoft 
Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the accelerometer data. 
The second system, Model EDR-3, was a triaxial piezoresistive accelerometer system 
manufactured by IST of Okemos, Michigan. The EDR-3 was configured with 256 kB of RAM 
memory, a range of ±200 g’s, a sample rate of 3,200 Hz, and a 1,120 Hz low-pass filter. The 
“DynaMax 1 (DM-1)” computer software program and a customized Microsoft Excel worksheet 
were used to analyze and plot the accelerometer data. 
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5.5.2 Rate Transducers 
An angle rate sensor, the ARS-1500, with a range of 1,500 degrees/sec in each of the 
three directions (roll, pitch, and yaw) was used to measure the rates of rotation of the test 
vehicles. The angular rate sensor was mounted on an aluminum block inside the test vehicle near 
the center of gravity and recorded data at 10,000 Hz to the SIM. The raw data measurements 
were then downloaded, converted to the proper Euler angles for analysis, and plotted. The “DTS 
TDAS Control” computer software program and a customized Microsoft Excel worksheet were 
used to analyze and plot the angular rate sensor data. 
For test no. MGSMRH-2, a second system, an Analog Systems 3-axis rate transducer 
with a range of 1,200 degrees/sec in each of the three directions (roll, pitch, and yaw), was used 
to measure the rates of motion of the test vehicles. The rate transducer was mounted inside the 
body of the EDR-4 6DOF-500/1200 and recorded data at 10,000 Hz to a second data acquisition 
board inside the EDR-4 6DOF-500/1200 housing. The raw data measurements were then 
downloaded, converted to the appropriate Euler angles for analysis, and plotted. The 
“EDR4COM” and “DynaMax Suite” computer software programs and a customized Microsoft 
Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the angular rate transducer data. 
5.5.3 Pressure Tape Switches 
For test nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2, five pressure-activated tape switches, 
spaced at approximately 6.56-ft (2-m) intervals, were used to determine the speed of the vehicle 
before impact. Each tape switch fired a strobe light which sent an electronic timing signal to the 
data acquisition system as the right-front tire of the test vehicle passed over it. Test vehicle 
speeds were determined from electronic timing mark data recorded using TestPoint and 
LabVIEW computer software programs. Strobe lights and high-speed video analysis are used 
only as a backup in the event that vehicle speed cannot be determined from the electronic data. 
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5.5.4 Digital Cameras 
For test nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2, two AOS VITcam high-speed digital video 
cameras, three AOS X-PRI high-speed digital video cameras, and four JVC digital video 
cameras were utilized to film the full-scale crash test. In addition, one Canon digital video 
camera was utilized to film test no. MGSMRH-1 and two Canon digital video cameras were 
utilized to film test no. MGSMRH-2. Camera details, camera operating speeds, lens information, 
and a schematic of the camera locations relative to the system are shown in Figures 16 and 17. 
The high-speed videos were analyzed using ImageExpress MotionPlus and RedLake 
MotionScope software programs. Actual camera speed and camera divergence factors were 
considered in the analysis of the high-speed videos. A Nikon D50 digital still camera was also 
used to document pre- and post-test conditions for all tests. 
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 No. Type Operating Speed (frames/sec) Lens Lens Setting 
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2 AOS Vitcam CTM 500 Cosmicar 12.5mm Fixed NA 
4 AOS Vitcam CTM 500 Canon 17-102 75 
5 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Sigma 50mm Fixed NA 
6 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Fujinon 50mm Fixed NA 
7 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Sigma 24-135 100 
D
i
g
i
t
a
l
 
V
i
d
e
o
 1 JVC – GZ-MC500 (Everio) 29.97   
2 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
3 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
4 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
1 Canon ZR90 29.97   
 
 
 
Figure 16. Camera Locations, Speeds, and Lens Settings, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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 No. Type Operating Speed (frames/sec) Lens Lens Setting 
H
i
g
h
-
S
p
e
e
d
 
V
i
d
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o
 
2 AOS Vitcam CTM 500 Cosmicar 12.5mm Fixed NA 
4 AOS Vitcam CTM 500 Sigma 24-70 70 
5 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Fujinon 50mm Fixed NA 
6 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Sigma 50mm Fixed NA 
7 AOS X-PRI Gigabit 500 Sigma 24-135 100 
D
i
g
i
t
a
l
 
V
i
d
e
o
 
1 JVC – GZ-MC500 (Everio) 29.97   
2 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
3 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
4 JVC – GZ-MG27u (Everio) 29.97   
1 Canon ZR90 29.97   
2 Canon ZR10 29.97   
 
 
 
Figure 17. Camera Locations, Speeds, and Lens Settings, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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6 DESIGN DETAILS – 34-IN. (864-mm) TOP RAIL MOUNTING HEIGHT 
The test installation consisted of 175 ft (53.3 m) of MGS with a top rail mounting height 
of 34 in. (864 mm), as shown in Figures 18 through 27. Photographs of the test installation are 
shown in Figure 28. Material specifications, mill certifications, and certificates of conformity for 
the system materials are shown in Appendix A.  
The system was constructed with 29 guardrail posts. Post nos. 3 through 27 were 
galvanized, ASTM A36, W6x8.5 (W152x12.6) steel sections measuring 72 in. (1,829 mm) long. 
Post nos. 1, 2, 28, and 29 were 5½-in. wide x 7½-in. deep x 46-in. long (140-mm x 191-mm x 
1,168-mm) BCT timber posts. The anchor posts were set 16 in. (406 mm) into a 6-in. wide x 8-
in. deep x 72-in. long (152-mm x 203-mm x 1,829-mm), ASTM A500 Grade B, steel foundation 
tube, as shown in Figures 20 and 21. Post nos. 1, 2, 28, and 29 were placed such that the top of 
the BCT post was 32 in. (813 mm) from the groundline. The BCT posts and foundation tubes 
were part of the anchor system designed to replicate the capacity of a tangent guardrail terminal. 
All posts were spaced 75 in. (1,905 mm) on center and placed in a compacted, coarse, 
crushed limestone material that met Grading B of AASHTO M147-65 (1990), as recommended 
by MASH [3]. Posts nos. 3 through 27 had an embedment depth of 37 in. (940 mm). A 6-in. 
wide x 12-in. deep x 14¼-in. long (152-mm x 305-mm x 362-mm) southern yellow pine wood 
spacer blockout was used to block the rail away from the front face of each steel post, as shown 
in Figure 22. A 16D double head nail was also driven through a hole in the front flange of the 
post into the top of the blockout assembly to prevent rotation of the blockout. 
Standard 12-gauge (2.66-mm thick) W-beam rails with additional post bolt slots at half-
post spacing intervals were mounted on post nos. 1 through 29, as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 
26. The W-beam top rail height was 34 in. (864 mm) above ground surface with a 27⅞-in. (708-
mm) center mounting height, such that the center of the rail was mounted 4⅛ in. (105 mm) from 
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the top of the BCT timber posts. Rail splices were located at the midspan between posts, as 
shown in Figures 18 and 19. The lap splice connections between the rail sections were 
configured to reduce vehicle snag potential at the splice during the crash test. 
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Figure 18. Test Installation Layout, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 19. 34-in. (864-mm) Tall MGS Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 20. BCT End Anchor Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 21. BCT End Anchor Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 22. Line Post Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 23. Anchor Post Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 24. BCT Anchor Cable Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 25. Ground Strut and Anchor Bracket Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 26. W-Beam Guardrail Details, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 27. Bill of Materials, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 28. Test Installation Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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7 FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST NO. MGSMRH-1  
7.1 Static Soil Test 
Before full-scale crash test no. MGSMRH-1 was conducted, the strength of the 
foundation soil was evaluated with a static test, as described in MASH. The static test results, as 
shown in Appendix C, demonstrated a soil resistance above the baseline test limits. Thus, the soil 
provided adequate strength, and full-scale crash testing could be conducted on the barrier system. 
7.2 Test No. MGSMRH-1 
The 2,599-lb (1,179-kg) passenger car impacted the 34-in. (864-mm) tall MGS at a speed 
of 63.6 mph (102.4 km/h) and at an angle of 25.0 degrees. A summary of the test results and 
sequential photographs are shown in Figure 29. Additional sequential photographs are shown in 
Figures 30 through 33. 
7.3 Weather Conditions 
Test no. MGSMRH-1 was conducted on June 29, 2010 at approximately 11:45 am. The 
weather conditions as per the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (station 
14939/LNK) were reported and are shown in Table 5. 
Table 5. Weather Conditions, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
Temperature 78° F 
Humidity 49 % 
Wind Speed 5 mph 
Wind Direction 60° from True North 
Sky Conditions Sunny 
Visibility 10 Statute Miles 
Pavement Surface Dry 
Previous 3-Day Precipitation  0.02 in. 
Previous 7-Day Precipitation  1.32 in. 
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7.4 Test Description 
Initial vehicle impact was to occur 10 ft (3.0 m) upstream of the centerline of post no. 15, 
as shown in Figure 34, which was selected using the critical impact point (CIP) plots found in 
Section 2.3 of MASH. The actual point of impact was 10 ft – 1 in. (3.1 m) upstream from the 
centerline of post no. 15. A sequential description of the impact events is contained in Table 6. 
The vehicle came to rest facing downstream, located 190 ft – 5 in. (58.0 m) downstream from 
impact and 5 ft – 11¼ in. (1.8 m) laterally behind the front face of the guardrail. The vehicle 
trajectory and final position are shown in Figures 29 and 35. 
Table 6. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
TIME 
(sec) EVENT 
0.000 The right side of the front bumper impacted the bottom corrugation of the W-beam guardrail 1 in. (25 mm) upstream of the intended impact location. 
0.008 Post no. 14 deflected laterally backward. 
0.024 Post no. 13 deflected laterally backward.  
0.028 The right side of the front bumper contacted the blockout on post no. 14. 
0.032 Post no. 15 deflected laterally backward, the posts upstream of impact twisted downstream. 
0.038 The vehicle redirected downstream, and the engine hood became ajar. 
0.042 The right side of the front bumper contacted the front face of post no. 14. 
0.052 Rail flattening occurred at post no. 14, and the vehicle rolled away from the barrier. 
0.056 Post no. 16 deflected laterally backward. 
0.062 Post nos. 17 through 19 twisted upstream 
0.094 The rail separated from post no. 15, and the right side of the front bumper contacted the upstream side of post no. 15 and disengaged from the vehicle. 
0.106 Post no. 17 deflected laterally backward, and the vehicle continued to redirect and roll away from the barrier. 
0.112 Right-front tire became airborne. 
0.162 The rail downstream of post no. 15 contacted the base of the A-pillar, the vehicle rolled toward the barrier, and the front-right corner of the windshield cracked. 
0.174 
The right-rear quarter panel contacted the face of the rail just downstream of post 
no. 14, the right side of the front bumper contacted the upstream side of post no. 16, 
the rail separated from post no. 16, and the 16D double headed nail preventing 
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blockout rotation in post no. 16 bent which allowed the top of the blockout to rotate 
upstream. 
0.180 The right side mirror disengaged from the vehicle. 
0.188 Post no. 18 deflected laterally backward. 
0.236 Post no. 17 twisted upstream, and the vehicle was parallel to the system with a velocity of 43.8 mph (70.5 km/h). 
0.262 The right-rear tire became airborne. 
0.268 The rail separated from post no. 17. 
0.290 The right-front tire contacted the upstream edge of the front flange of post no. 17. 
0.304 The right-front wheel rim contacted the upstream edge of the front flange of post no. 17 and bent inward, and the right-front tire deflated. 
0.386 The right-front tire contacted the ground as the vehicle continued to redirect and roll toward the right. 
0.438 The vehicle ceased to yaw. 
0.518 
The right-rear quarter panel lost contact with the rail between post nos. 17 and 18, 
and the vehicle exited the system with a velocity of 39.3 mph (63.2 km/h) and at an 
angle of 12.3 degrees. 
0.528 Right-rear tire contacted the ground. 
0.556 The vehicle ceased to roll to the right. 
 
7.5 Barrier Damage 
Damage to the barrier was moderate, as shown in Figures 36 through 45. Barrier damage 
consisted of deformed guardrail posts, disengaged wooden blockouts, contact marks on posts and 
guardrail, and deformed W-beam rail. The length of vehicle contact along the barrier was 
approximately 25 ft – 10½ in. (7.9 m) which spanned from 10 ft – 1 in. (3.1 m) upstream of the 
centerline of post no. 15 to 35½ in. (902 mm) upstream of post no. 18.  
Red paint transfer was found on the rail between the impact location and post no. 18. 
Minor kinks in the top and bottom corrugations of the rail were found between post nos. 12 and 
19, as shown in Figure 38. Flattening and deformation of the rail occurred between post nos. 13 
and 18. The bottom corrugation was flattened between post nos. 14 and 16. The bottom edge of 
the rail was folded upward at post no. 14.  
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The post bolt pulled through the slots in the rail at post nos. 15 through 17. There was a 
¾-in. (19-mm) long tear in the bolt slot at post no. 15. There was a 2¼-in. (57-mm) long tear and 
a 1½-in. (38-mm) long tear on the upstream and downstream sides, respectively, of the bolt slot 
on post no. 16. There was a 1¼-in. (32-mm) long tear and a 1-in. (25-mm) long tear on the 
upstream and downstream sides, respectively, of the bolt slot on post no. 17. There was a ⅜-in. 
(10-mm) lateral separation between the W-beam sections in the splices between post nos. 12 and 
13 and between post nos. 14 and 15. The splices between post nos. 14 and 15, 16 and 17, and 18 
and 19 were extended ⅛ in. (3 mm) longitudinally. The splice damage is shown in Figures 41 
and 42. 
Contact marks were found on the front flange of post no. 14, on the upstream edge of the 
front flange and on the face of the back flange of post no. 15, on the front flange and the 
upstream side of the web of post no. 16 as well as on the corresponding blockout, and on both 
the upstream edge of the front flange on post no. 17 and the corresponding blockout. 
Post nos. 3 through 12 twisted downstream. Post no. 14 rotated backward, and the top of 
the blockout rotated upstream. Post no. 15 was bent downstream and the blockout was 
disengaged. The front flange of post no. 15 twisted upstream, and the downstream edge of the 
front flange buckled at groundline. Post no. 16 was completely pulled out of the ground. The 
post bolt was bent, and the blockout split. The back flange of post no. 16 buckled 44 in. (1,118 
mm) from the top of the post. Post no. 17 bent and twisted downstream, and the top of the 
blockout rotated upstream. The post bolt on post no. 17 bent, and the front flange was bent 
outward at two locations along the upstream edge. 
A soil gap measuring 1½ in. (38 mm) was present on the upstream side of post no. 1, as 
shown in Figure 40. A soil gap measuring ⅜ in. (10-mm) was present on the downstream side of 
post no. 2. A 1/16-in. (2-mm) soil gap was present on the front face of post nos. 12 and 18. A 1¼-
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in. (32-mm) soil gap was present on the front face of post no. 13. Soil gaps measuring 2½ in. (64 
mm) and 2 in. (51 mm) were present on the front and back faces of post no. 14, respectively. A 
3-in. (76-mm) soil gap was present on the front side of post no. 15. A soil crater was present at 
the base of post no. 16. A 1/16-in. (2-mm) soil gap was present on the back face of post no. 18.  
The maximum permanent set rail and post deflections of the barrier system were 18¼ in. 
(464 mm) at the midspan between post nos. 15 and 16 and 17 in. (432 in.) at post no. 16, 
respectively, as measured in the field. The maximum lateral dynamic rail and post deflections 
were 29.0 in. (737 mm) at the midspan between post nos. 15 and 16 and 20.2 in. (513 mm) at 
post no. 16, respectively, as determined from high-speed video analysis. The working width of 
the system was found to be 49.4 in. (1,255 mm), also determined from high-speed digital video 
analysis. 
7.6 Vehicle Damage 
The damage to the vehicle was moderate, as shown in Figures 46 through 49. The 
maximum occupant compartment deformations are listed in Table 7 alongside the deformation 
limits established in MASH for various areas of the occupant compartment. It should be noted 
that none of the MASH established deformation limits were violated. Complete occupant 
compartment and vehicle deformations and the corresponding locations are provided in 
Appendix D. 
Contact marks spanned the length of the right side of the vehicle. Part of the plastic 
covering from the right tail light disengaged. Two dents were located along the right-rear quarter 
panel, and there was a 1¼-in. (32-mm) gap between the right-rear quarter panel and the right side 
of the rear bumper. Small dents were found in the right-rear and right-front doors. The right-front 
fender and wheel well cover crushed inward. A 5-in. (127-mm) long tear was located in the
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Table 7. Maximum Occupant Compartment Deformations by Location, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
LOCATION 
MAXIMUM 
DEFORMATION 
in. (mm) 
MASH ALLOWABLE 
DEFORMATION 
in. (mm) 
Wheel Well & Toe Pan ¾  (19) ≤ 9  (229) 
Floor Pan & Transmission Tunnel ½  (13) ≤ 12  (305) 
Side Front Panel (in Front of A-Pillar) ½  (13) ≤ 12  (305) 
Side Door (Above Seat) ¼  (6) ≤ 9  (229) 
Side Door (Below Seat) ¼  (6) ≤ 12  (305) 
Roof NA ≤ 4  (102) 
Windshield NA ≤ 3  (76) 
 
 
right-front fender. The right side mirror disengaged, and the mirror mount fractured. The base of 
the right-side A-pillar crushed inward. The right-front tire deflated and the rim folded inward. 
The upper control arm connector on the right-front wheel bent at the thread location. The right-
front hood corner crushed inward. The right-side bumper cover and foam disengaged. The right-
side headlight disengaged and was fractured. The bumper cover was pulled down ½ in. (13 mm). 
The left side of the hood was ajar. The antenna disengaged. The windshield washer fluid 
container was dented, cracked, and leaking fluid. The drive linkage was leaking fluid at the 
transmission housing. Minor scraping was found near the bumper connection to the unibody. 
Minor spiderweb cracking was found at the right side of the windshield along the entire height of 
the windshield. All other window glass, the roof, the rear, and the left side of the vehicle were 
undamaged. 
7.7 Occupant Risk 
The calculated occupant impact velocities (OIVs) and maximum 0.010-sec occupant 
ridedown accelerations (ORAs) in both the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown in Table 
8. It is noted that the OIVs and ORAs were within the suggested limits provided in MASH. The 
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calculated THIV, PHD, and ASI values are also shown in Table 8. The results of the occupant 
risk analysis, as determined from the accelerometer data, are summarized in Figure 29. The 
recorded data from the accelerometers and the rate transducers are shown graphically in 
Appendix E. 
Table 8. Summary of OIV, ORA, THIV, PHD, and ASI Values, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
Evaluation Criteria 
Transducer MASH 
Limits EDR-3 DTS 
OIV 
ft/s (m/s) 
Longitudinal -15.56 (-4.74) -15.84 (-4.83) ≤ 40 (12.2) 
Lateral -17.65 (-5.38) -19.03 (-5.80) ≤40 (12.2) 
ORA 
g’s 
Longitudinal -8.45 -8.41 ≤ 20.49 
Lateral -8.17 -9.19 ≤ 20.49 
THIV 
ft/s (m/s) NA 22.94 (6.99) not required 
PHD 
g’s NA 11.29 not required 
ASI 0.90 0.90 not required 
 
7.8 Discussion 
The analysis of the test results for test no. MGSMRH-1 showed that the 34-in. (864-mm) 
tall MGS adequately contained and redirected the 1100C vehicle with controlled lateral 
displacements of the barrier. There were no detached elements nor fragments which showed 
potential for penetrating the occupant compartment nor presented undue hazard to other traffic. 
Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment that could have caused serious 
injury did not occur. The test vehicle did not penetrate nor underride the barrier and remained 
upright during and after the collision. Vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw angular displacements were 
deemed acceptable because they did not adversely influence occupant risk safety criteria nor 
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cause rollover. After impact, the vehicle exited the barrier at an angle of 12.3 degrees and its 
trajectory did not violate the bounds of the exit box. Therefore, test no. MGSMRH-1 conducted 
on the 34-in. (864-mm) tall MGS was determined to be acceptable according to the MASH 
safety performance criteria for test designation no. 3-10. 
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 Test Agency ............................................................................................ MwRSF 
 Test Number .................................................................................... MGSMRH-1 
 Date  ....................................................................................................... 6/29/10 
 MASH Test Designation ............................................................................... 3-10 
 Test Article ............................................... 34-in. (864-mm) Tall MGS Guardrail 
 Total Length  ................................................................................ 175 ft (53.3 m) 
 Key Component – Steel MGS Rail 
 Thickness ................................................................... 12 gauge (2.66 mm) 
 Top Mounting Height ...................................................... 34 in. (864 mm) 
 Key Component – Steel Posts 
 Post Spacing ................................................................. 75 in. (1,905 mm) 
 Post Dimensions ........... W6x8.5 x 72 in. long (W152x12.6 x 1,829 mm) 
 Embedment Depth ........................................................... 37 in. (940 mm) 
 Key Component – Wood Spacer Blocks 
 Dimensions ................................. 6 x 12 x 72 in. (152 x 305 x 1,829 mm) 
 Soil Type ...................................................Grade B, AASHTO M147-65 (1990) 
 Vehicle Make /Model...................................................................... 2003 Kia Rio 
  Curb ............................................................................ 2,401 lb (1,089 kg) 
  Test Inertial ................................................................ 2,429 lb (1,102 kg) 
  Gross Static ................................................................ 2,599 lb (1,179 kg) 
 Impact Conditions 
 Speed  ................................................................... 63.6 mph (102.4 km/h) 
 Angle  .......................................................................................... 25.0 deg 
  Impact Location .................. 10 ft – 1 in. (3.1 m) upstream of post no. 15 
 Exit Conditions 
 Speed  ..................................................................... 39.3 mph (63.2 km/h) 
  Angle  .......................................................................................... 12.3 deg 
 Exit Box Criterion ......................................................................................... Pass 
 Vehicle Stability ................................................................................ Satisfactory 
 Vehicle Stopping Distance ........................... 190 ft – 5 in. (58.0 m) downstream 
  5 ft – 11¼ in. (1.8 m) laterally behind 
 Vehicle Damage .................................................................................... Moderate 
  VDS[34] ....................................................................................... 01-RFQ-5 
  CDC[35] .................................................................................. 01-RYAW-5 
  Maximum Interior Deformation ........................................ ¾ in. (19 mm) 
 Test Article Damage ............................................................................. Moderate
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Maximum Test Article Deflections 
  Permanent Set ..................................................................... 18¼ in. (464 mm) 
  Dynamic ............................................................................. 29.0 in. (737 mm) 
  Working Width ................................................................ 49.4 in. (1,255 mm) 
 Maximum Angular Displacements 
  Roll .............................................................................................. -10.6 ° < 75° 
  Pitch ............................................................................................... -5.1 ° < 75° 
  Yaw........................................................................................................ -36.8 ° 
 Impact Severity (IS)............................... 58.7 kip-ft (79.5 kJ) > 51.4 kip-ft (69.7 kJ) 
 Transducer Data 
Evaluation Criteria Transducer MASH        Limit EDR-3 DTS 
OIV 
ft/s  
(m/s) 
Longitudinal -15.56 (-4.74) -15.84 (-4.83) ≤ 40 (12.2) 
Lateral -17.65 (-5.38) -19.03 (-5.80) ≤ 40 (12.2) 
 
ORA 
g’s 
 
Longitudinal -8.45 -8.41 ≤ 20.49 
Lateral -8.17 -9.19 ≤ 20.49 
THIV – ft/s (m/s) NA 22.94 (6.99) not required 
PHD – g’s NA 11.29 not required
ASI 0.90 0.90 not required
 
Figure 29. Summary of Test Results and Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
0.000 sec 0.038 sec 0.104 sec 0.230 sec 0.518 sec
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Figure 30. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 31. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 32. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 33. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 34. Impact Location, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 35. Vehicle Final Position and Trajectory Marks, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 36. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 37. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 38. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 39. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 40. Soil Gap at Upstream End Anchor, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Splice Between Post Nos. 12 and 13
 
 
 
 
Splice Between Post Nos. 14 and 15 
Figure 41. Splice Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Splice Between Post Nos. 16 and 17
  
 
Splice Between Post Nos. 18 and 19 
Figure 42. Splice Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 43. Post Nos. 13 and 14 Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 44. Post Nos. 15 and 16 Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 45. Post Nos. 17 and 18 Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 46. Vehicle Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 47. Vehicle Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 48. Occupant Compartment Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure 49. Undercarriage Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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8 DESIGN DETAILS – 36-IN. (914-mm) TOP RAIL MOUNTING HEIGHT 
The W-beam guardrail system tested in test no. MGSMRH-2 was identical to that of test 
no. MGSMRH-1, except that the top rail mounting height was increased from 34 in. (864 mm) to 
36 in. (914 mm), as shown in Figures 50 through 52. The line posts, post no. 3 through 27, were 
embedded to a depth of 35 in. (889 mm), such that the top of the post was 37 in. (940 mm) from 
the ground. Similar to test no. MGSMRH-1, the top of the BCT anchor posts were 32 in. (813 
mm) from the groundline. The center of the guardrail was mounted 2⅛ in. (54 mm) from the top 
of the BCT timber post. A full set of design details is shown in Appendix F. Photographs of the 
test installation are shown in Figure 53. Material specifications, mill certifications, and 
certificates of conformity for the system materials are shown in Appendix A.  
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Figure 50. Test Installation Layout, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 51. 36-in. (914-mm) Tall MGS Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 52. BCT End Anchor Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 53. Test Installation Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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9 FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST NO. MGSMRH-2 
9.1 Static Soil Test 
Before full-scale crash test no. MGSMRH-2 was conducted, the strength of the 
foundation soil was evaluated with a static test, as described in MASH. The static test results, as 
shown in Appendix C, demonstrated a soil resistance above the baseline test limits. Thus, the soil 
provided adequate strength, and full-scale crash testing could be conducted on the barrier system. 
9.2 Test No. MGSMRH-2 
The 2,583-lb (1,172-kg) passenger car impacted the 36-in. (914-mm) MGS at a speed of 
64.1 mph (103.2 km/h) and at an angle of 25.6 degrees. A summary of the test results and 
sequential photographs are shown in Figure 54. Additional sequential photographs are shown in 
Figures 55 through 57. Documentary photographs of the crash test are shown in Figure 58.  
9.3 Weather Conditions 
Test no. MGSMRH-2 was conducted on September 9, 2010 at approximately 2:45 pm. 
The weather conditions as per the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (station 
14939/LNK) were reported and are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. Weather Conditions, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
Temperature 77° F 
Humidity 71% 
Wind Speed 15 mph 
Wind Direction 130° from True North 
Sky Conditions Overcast 
Visibility 10 Statute Miles 
Pavement Surface Dry  
Previous 3-Day Precipitation  0.01 in. 
Previous 7-Day Precipitation  0.01 in. 
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9.4 Test Description 
Initial vehicle impact was to occur 10 ft (3.0 m) upstream of the centerline of post no. 15, 
as shown in Figure 59, which was selected using the CIP plots found in Section 2.3 of MASH. 
The actual point of impact was 9 ft – 8 in. (2.9 m) upstream of post no. 15. A sequential 
description of the impact events is contained in Table 10. The vehicle came to rest facing 
downstream at 129 ft – 9 in. (39.5 m) downstream of the initial impact point and 61 ft – 1 in. 
(18.6 m) laterally away from the front of the rail. The vehicle trajectory and final position are 
shown in Figures 54 and 60. 
Table 10. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
TIME 
(sec) EVENT 
0.000 The right headlight contacted the bottom corrugation of the rail downstream of the intended impact location. 
0.006 Post no. 14 deflected laterally backward, and the right side of the front bumper contacted the rail between post nos. 13 and 14. 
0.018 Post no. 13 deflected laterally backward, and the engine hood became ajar. 
0.024 The vehicle rolled toward the left. 
0.030 Post no. 15 deflected laterally backward, and the posts upstream of impact twisted downstream. 
0.040 A buckle point formed in the rail at post no. 15. 
0.060 The vehicle began to redirect downstream. 
0.078 The rail separated from post no. 15 as the right side of the front bumper contacted the blockout on post no. 15. 
0.088 The front bumper contacted the upstream flange of post no. 15 as the right-front tire became airborne. 
0.106 The surrogate occupant’s head contacted the right-front window causing the window to shatter, and post no. 17 deflected laterally backward. 
0.132 The rail released from post no. 16. 
0.162 The vehicle rolled toward the right, and post no. 18 deflected laterally backward. 
0.170 The right-rear tire became airborne. 
0.182 The right side of the front bumper contacted the upstream side of post no. 16. 
0.208 Right-rear quarter panel contacted the rail. 
0.232 The right-rear tire contacted the upstream side of post no. 15. 
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0.262 The vehicle was parallel to the system with a velocity of 41.1 mph (66.1 km/h). 
0.276 The right-front tire contacted the upstream side of post no. 17. 
0.532 Vehicle rolled toward the left. 
0.562 The vehicle exited the system at a speed of 36.2 mph (58.3 km/h) and at an angle of 21.9 degrees as the right-rear quarter panel lost contact with the rail at post no. 18. 
 
9.5 Barrier Damage 
Damage to the barrier was moderate, as shown in Figures 61 through 67. Barrier damage 
consisted of deformed W-beam rail, contact marks on the sections of guardrail and posts, and 
deformed steel posts. The length of vehicle contact along the barrier was approximately 28 ft – 3 
in. (8.6 m) which spanned from 9 ft – 8 in. (2.9 m) upstream of the centerline of post no. 15 
through 2 in. (51 mm) upstream of the centerline of post no. 18.  
Deformation and flattening of the W-beam guardrail occurred between post nos. 14 and 
16. A buckle point occurred in the W-beam at post no. 18. A kink occurred in the W-beam’s top 
corrugation at 22½ in. (572 mm) downstream of post no. 18. The W-beam guardrail was 
detached from post nos. 15 through 17 as the bolt head was pulled through the rail. The slot in 
the rail at post no. 18 was deformed. 
Post nos. 13 and 14 rotated backward. Post nos. 15 through 17 bent and deflected 
downstream. Post nos. 15 and 17 were also twisted downstream. The front flange of post no. 15 
was slightly deformed, and a buckle on the downstream side of the front flange was located 40½ 
in. (1,029 mm) from the top of the post. Post no. 16 was twisted upstream. A buckle on the 
downstream side of the front flange of post no. 16 was located 44 in. (1,118 mm) from the top of 
the post. The wood blockouts detached from post nos. 15 through 17. 
A ¾-in. (19-mm) soil gap was present at the upstream face of post no. 1, as shown in 
Figure 63. A ⅛-in. (3-mm) soil gap was present on the front face of post no. 12. A ¼-in. (6-mm) 
soil gap was present on the back face of post no. 13 and the front face of post no. 18. A 1-in. (25-
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mm) soil gap was present on the front face of post no. 13. A 3½-in. (89-mm) soil gap was 
present at the front face of post no. 14, and a 1¼-in. (32-mm) soil gap was present at the back 
face. A 2½-in. (64-mm) soil gap was present at the front face of post nos. 15 and 16. A 3-in. (76-
mm) soil gap was present at the upstream face of post no. 16. A 1¾-in. (44-mm) soil gap was 
present at the upstream face of post no. 17, and a 2-in. (51-mm) soil gap was present at the front 
face. A ⅜-in. (10-mm) soil gap was present at the back face of post no. 18. A 39-in. diameter by 
2¾-in. tall (991- x 70-mm) soil heave was present at post no. 14. A 37-in. diameter by 2-in. tall 
(940- x 51-mm) soil heave was present at post no. 16. 
The maximum permanent set rail and post deflections were 16¾ in. (425 mm) at the 
midspan between post nos. 15 and 16 and 15½ in. (394 mm) at post no. 15, respectively, as 
measured in the field. The maximum lateral dynamic set rail and post deflections were 23.5 in. 
(597 mm) at post no. 15 and 15.9 in. (404 mm) at post no. 15, respectively, as determined from 
high-speed digital video analysis. The working width of the system was 40.5 in. (1,029 mm), 
also determined from high-speed digital video analysis. 
9.6 Vehicle Damage 
The damage to the vehicle was moderate, as shown in Figures 68 through 71. The 
maximum occupant compartment deformations are listed in Table 11 with the deformation limits 
established in MASH for various areas of the occupant compartment. It should be noted that 
none of the MASH established deformation limits were violated. Complete occupant 
compartment and vehicle deformations and the corresponding locations are provided in 
Appendix D. 
The majority of the damage was concentrated on the right-front corner and right side of 
the vehicle where the impact occurred. The right fender was crushed back and inward. A fold 
was present in the right fender above the wheel. The right-front wheel was scuffed. The right-
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Table 11. Maximum Occupant Compartment Deformations by Location, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
LOCATION 
MAXIMUM 
DEFORMATION 
in. (mm) 
MASH ALLOWABLE 
DEFORMATION 
in. (mm) 
Wheel Well & Toe Pan ½  (13) ≤ 9  (229) 
Floor Pan & Transmission Tunnel ¾  (19) ≤ 12  (305) 
Side Front Panel (in Front of A-Pillar) ¼  (6) ≤ 12  (305) 
Side Door (Above Seat) ¼  (6) ≤ 9  (229) 
Side Door (Below Seat) ½  (13) ≤ 12  (305) 
Roof NA ≤ 4  (102) 
Windshield NA ≤ 3  (76) 
 
 
front door was ajar, and there was a 2½-in. (64-mm) gap between the right-front door and fender. 
The right-front window shattered. Scraping and denting occurred across the top of the right-side 
doors. There was a dent in the roof above the right-side doors. The right-rear door and right-rear 
quarter panel were scraped. A 16-in. (406-mm) long dent was present in the right-rear quarter 
panel. The right corner of the trunk and taillight were scuffed. A ¾-in. (19-mm) gap was present 
between the left fender and the left-front door. The right side of the hood was crushed inward, 
and a buckle was present in the left side of the hood. The right side of the bumper cover was 
disengaged, and the right side of the bumper was dented. The radiator was pushed inward and the 
vehicle frame around the radiator bent. The windshield washer fluid container was broken. 
Power steering fluid was present beneath the vehicle. The grill fractured. The left headlight was 
partially disengaged. The right headlight fractured. Cracking occurred on the right side of the 
windshield, and a fold in the glass was present 2¼-in. (57-mm) from the right side. The 
remaining window glass was undamaged. 
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9.7 Occupant Risk 
The calculated occupant impact velocities (OIVs) and maximum 0.010-sec occupant 
ridedown accelerations (ORAs) in both the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown in Table 
12. It is noted that the OIVs and ORAs were within the suggested limits provided in MASH. The 
calculated THIV, PHD, and ASI values are also shown in Table 12. The results of the occupant 
risk analysis, as determined from the accelerometer data, are summarized in Figure 54. The 
recorded data from the accelerometers and the rate transducers are shown graphically in 
Appendix G. 
Table 12. Summary of OIV, ORA, THIV, PHD, and ASI Values, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
Evaluation Criteria 
Transducer MASH 
Limits EDR-3 EDR-4 DTS 
OIV 
ft/s (m/s) 
Longitudinal -17.46 (-5.32) -16.26 (-4.96) -17.44 (-5.32) ≤ 40 (12.2) 
Lateral -18.08 (-5.51) -16.27 (-4.96) -18.87 (-5.75) ≤40 (12.2) 
ORA 
g’s 
Longitudinal -9.16 -7.95 -9.27 ≤ 20.49 
Lateral -9.27 -7.85 -8.64 ≤ 20.49 
THIV 
ft/s (m/s) NA 23.30 (7.10) 23.14 (7.05) not required 
PHD 
g’s NA 10.35 11.19 not required 
ASI 0.87 0.80 0.90 not required 
 
9.8 Discussion 
The analysis of the test results for test no. MGSMRH-2 showed that the 36-in. (914-mm) 
tall MGS adequately contained and redirected the 1100C vehicle with controlled lateral 
displacements of the barrier. There were no detached elements nor fragments which showed 
potential for penetrating the occupant compartment nor presented undue hazard to other traffic. 
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Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment that could have caused serious 
injury did not occur. The test vehicle did not penetrate nor underride the barrier and remained 
upright during and after the collision. Vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw angular displacements were 
deemed acceptable because they did not adversely influence occupant risk safety criteria nor 
cause rollover. After impact, the vehicle exited the barrier at an angle of 21.9 degrees. The 
vehicle trajectory did violate the bounds of the exit box as the vehicle was smoothly redirected. 
However, the exit box criteria is preferable but not a test requirement. Therefore, test no. 
MGSMRH-2 conducted on the 36-in. (914-mm) tall MGS was determined to be acceptable 
according to the MASH safety performance criteria for test designation no. 3-10. 
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 Test Agency ............................................................................................ MwRSF 
 Test Number .................................................................................... MGSMRH-2 
 Date  .....................................................................................................9-9-2010 
 MASH Test Designation ............................................................................... 3-10 
 Test Article ............................................................... 36-in. (914-mm) Tall MGS 
 Total Length  ................................................................................ 175 ft (53.3 m) 
 Key Component – Steel MGS Rail 
 Thickness ................................................................... 12 gauge (2.66 mm) 
 Top Mounting Height ...................................................... 36 in. (914 mm) 
 Key Component – Steel Posts 
 Post Spacing ................................................................. 75 in. (1,905 mm) 
 Post Dimensions ........... W6x8.5 x 72 in. long (W152x12.6 x 1,829 mm) 
 Embedment Depth ........................................................... 35 in. (889 mm) 
 Key Component – Wood Spacer Blocks 
 Dimensions ................................. 6 x 12 x 72 in. (152 x 305 x 1,829 mm) 
 Soil Type ...................................................Grade B, AASHTO M147-65 (1990) 
 Vehicle Make /Model...................................................................... 2004 Kia Rio 
  Curb ............................................................................ 2,449 lb (1,111 kg) 
  Test Inertial ................................................................ 2,412 lb (1,094 kg) 
  Gross Static ................................................................ 2,583 lb (1,172 kg) 
 Impact Conditions 
 Speed  ................................................................... 64.1 mph (103.2 km/h) 
 Angle  .......................................................................................... 25.6 deg 
  Impact Location .................... 9 ft - 8 in. (2.9 m) upstream of post no. 15 
 Exit Conditions 
 Speed  ..................................................................... 36.2 mph (58.3 km/h) 
  Angle  .......................................................................................... 21.9 deg 
 Exit Box Criterion .......................................................................................... Fail 
 Vehicle Stability ................................................................................ Satisfactory 
 Vehicle Stopping Distance ........................... 129 ft – 9 in. (39.5 m) downstream 
  61 ft – 1 in. (18.6 m) laterally away 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Vehicle Damage .......................................................................................... Moderate 
 VDS[34] ............................................................................................. 01-RFQ-5 
 CDC[35] ......................................................................................... 01-RYAN-5 
 Maximum Interior Deformation ............................................... ¾ in. (19 mm) 
 Test Article Damage .................................................................................... Moderate 
 Maximum Test Article Deflections 
  Permanent Set ..................................................................... 16¾ in. (425 mm) 
  Dynamic ............................................................................. 23.5 in. (597 mm) 
  Working Width ................................................................ 40.5 in. (1,029 mm) 
 Maximum Angular Displacements 
  Roll .............................................................................................. -10.8 ° < 75° 
  Pitch ............................................................................................... -2.4 ° < 75° 
  Yaw........................................................................................................ -45.3 ° 
 Impact Severity (IS)............................... 61.9 kip-ft (83.9 kJ) > 51.4 kip-ft (69.7 kJ) 
 Transducer Data 
Evaluation Criteria Transducer MASH        Limit EDR-3 EDR-4 DTS 
OIV 
ft/s  
(m/s) 
Longitudinal -17.46 (-5.32) 
-16.26 
(-4.96) 
-17.44 
(-5.32) 
≤ 40 
(12.2) 
Lateral -18.08 (-5.51) 
-16.27 
(-4.96) 
-18.87 
(-5.75) 
≤ 40 
(12.2) 
ORA 
g’s 
Longitudinal -9.16 -7.95 -9.27 ≤ 20.49 
Lateral -9.27 -7.85 -8.64 ≤ 20.49 
THIV – ft/s (m/s) NA 23.30 (7.10) 
23.14 
(7.05) 
not 
required 
PHD – g’s NA 10.35 11.19 not required
ASI 0.87 0.80 0.90 not required
 
Figure 54. Summary of Test Results and Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
0.000 sec 0.106 sec 0.262 sec 0.376 sec 0.562 sec
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0.018 sec 
 
0.040 sec 
 
0.078 sec 
 
0.108 sec 
 
0.000 sec 
 
0.058 sec 
 
0.088 sec 
 
0.108 sec 
 
0.166 sec 
 
Figure 55. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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0.112 sec 
 
0.208 sec 
 
0.308 sec 
 
0.408 sec 
 
0.508 sec 
 
0.562 sec 
 
0.960 sec 
 
 
Figure 56. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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0.024 sec 
 
0.078 sec 
 
0.152 sec 
 
0.228 sec 
 
0.328 sec 
 
0.428 sec 
 
0.562 sec 
 
0.728 sec 
 
0.948 sec 
 
Figure 57. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 58. Documentary Photographs, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 59. Impact Location, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 60. Vehicle Final Position and Trajectory Marks, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 61. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 62. System Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 63. Soil Gap at Upstream End Anchor, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 64. Post-To-Rail Bolt Hole Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 65. Post Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 66. Post Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 67. Post Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 68. Vehicle Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 69. Vehicle Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 70. Occupant Compartment Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure 71. Undercarriage Damage, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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10 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study set out to evaluate the maximum allowable rail mounting height for the MGS 
when impacted by a small passenger vehicle. All safety performance evaluations were performed 
using the criteria found in MASH. Two full-scale crash tests were run on the steel-post MGS 
with different rail mounting heights. The barrier system test installations were 175 ft (53.3 m) 
long. A summary of the safety performance evaluation of the two full-scale crash tests is 
provided in Table 13. 
The first full-scale crash test, test no. MGSMRH-1, was performed on the MGS with a 
top rail mounting height of 34 in. (864 mm). The system incorporated 72-in. (1,829-mm) long, 
W6x9 (W152x13.4) steel posts with an embedment depth of 37 in. (940 mm). The test consisted 
of a 2,599-lb (1,179-kg) passenger car impacting the barrier system at a speed of 63.6 mph 
(102.4 km/h) and at an angle of 25.0 degrees. During the test, the vehicle was smoothly 
redirected without any significant snagging or vehicle underride. The maximum permanent set 
and dynamic deflections were 18¼ in. (464 mm) and 29.0 in. (737 mm), respectively. The 
working width of the system was found to be 49.4 in. (1,255 mm). The test results were found to 
meet all of the MASH safety requirements for test designation 3-10. 
The second full-scale crash test, test no. MGSMRH-2, was performed on the MGS with a 
top rail mounting height of 36 in. (914 mm). The system incorporated 72-in. (1,829-mm) long, 
W6x9 (W152x13.4) steel posts with an embedment depth of 35 in. (889 mm). The test consisted 
of a 2,583-lb (1,172-kg) passenger car impacting the barrier system at a speed of 64.1 mph 
(103.2 km/h) and at an angle of 25.6 degrees. During the test, the vehicle was smoothly 
redirected without any significant snagging or vehicle underride. The maximum permanent set 
and dynamic deflections were 16¾ in. (425 mm) and 23.5 in. (597 mm), respectively. The 
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working width of the system was found to be 40.5 in. (1,029 mm). The test results were found to 
meet all of the MASH safety requirements for test designation 3-10. 
10.1 Discussion 
Wheel snag did not pose a significant threat to the vehicle in test nos. MGSMRH-1 or 
MGSMRH-2. In test no. MGSMRH-1, wheel snag occurred when the right-front tire contacted 
the upstream edge of the front flange of post no. 17. At that time, post no. 17 was not attached to 
the rail. After contact with the wheel, the post twisted and bent downstream. Wheel snag did not 
occur in test no. MGSMRH-2, and the vehicle was smoothly redirected.  
Rail snag under the hood did not occur for either test. For the 32-in. (813-mm) tall MGS, 
the corner of the 1100C vehicle hood was located above the top corrugation of the rail. In test 
nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2, the corner of the hood was located between the corrugations 
of the rail, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. As a result, the corner of the hood slid into the valley of 
the W-beam and crumpled, jarring the hood open.  
During redirection, the rail deflected upward as it released from the posts and slid up the 
side of the vehicle. The vehicle contacted the detached posts and overrode them, which caused 
the vehicle to pitch upward and roll away from the barrier, as shown in Figures 72 and 73. In 
both tests, the vehicle reached a maximum roll angle of about 11 degrees and pitched upward 
about 2 degrees. As the vehicle rolled away from the barrier, the right side of the vehicle that was 
in contact with the rail moved upward. As a consequence, the rail slid up the vehicle, contacted 
the base of the A-pillar, and did not slide any higher. At this same time, the rail was applying a 
downward force on the vehicle which counteracted the vehicle roll. 
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Table 13. Summary of Safety Performance Evaluation Results 
Evaluation 
Factors Evaluation Criteria 
Test No. 
MSGMRH-1 
Test No. 
MGSMRH-2 
Structural 
Adequacy 
A. Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle or bring the vehicle to a 
controlled stop; the vehicle should not penetrate, underride, or override the 
installation although controlled lateral deflection of the test article is acceptable. 
S S 
Occupant 
Risk 
D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article should not 
penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant compartment, or present 
an undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians, or personnel in a work zone. 
Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment should not exceed 
limits set forth in Section 5.3 and Appendix E of MASH. 
S S 
F. The vehicle should remain upright during and after collision. The maximum roll 
and pitch angles are not to exceed 75 degrees. S S 
H. Occupant Impact Velocities (OIV) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3 of MASH for 
calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits: 
S S  Occupant Impact Velocity Limits 
Component Preferred Maximum 
Longitudinal and Lateral 30 ft/s (9.1 m/s) 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s) 
I. The Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (ORA) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3 of 
MASH for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits: 
S S  Occupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits  
Component Preferred Maximum 
Longitudinal and Lateral 15.0 g’s 20.49 g’s 
 S – Satisfactory  U – Unsatisfactory  NA - Not Applicable 
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34-in. (864-mm) tall rail 
 
 
36-in. (914-mm) tall rail 
 
Figure 72. Vehicle-to-Rail Interaction
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34-in. (864-mm) tall rail 
 
 
36-in. (914-mm) tall rail 
 
Figure 73. Vehicle-to-Rail Interaction 
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The MGS performed very similarly with mounting heights at 32, 34, and 36 in. (813, 864, 
and 914 mm). A summary of the barrier performances are shown in Table 14. 
Table 14. Comparison of Wheel Snag and Barrier Underride Factors 
Parameter Units 
Test No. 
2214MG-3 MGSMRH-1 MGSMRH-2 
Barrier Height in. (mm) 32 (813) 34 (864) 36 (914) 
Maximum Floorpan 
Deflection near Wheel Well 
in. 
(mm) ¼ (6) ¼ (6) ¼ (6) 
Maximum Lateral Rail 
Dynamic Deflections 
in. 
(mm) 35.9 (913) 29.0 (737) 23.5 (597) 
Longitudinal OIV ft/s (m/s) -14.83 (-4.52) -15.56 (-4.74) -17.46 (-5.32) 
Longitudinal ORA g’s -16.14 -8.45 -9.16 
Exit Speed mph (km/h) 30.1 (48.4) 39.3 (63.2) 36.2 (58.3) 
Exit Angle deg. 14.1 12.3 21.9 
Exit Orientation Angle deg. 1.6 toward barrier 
11.1 away from 
barrier 
16.5 away from 
barrier 
Maximum Roll Angle 
during Redirection deg. -12.8 -10.6 -10.8 
Maximum Pitch Angle 
during Redirection deg. 1.2 1.9 1.6 
 
The 32-in. (813-mm) tall MGS showed greater wheel snag than the 34- or 36-in. (864- or 
914-mm) tall MGS, as evidenced by the high ORA value, the damage to the wheel, and the 
disparity between the exit angle and the exit orientation angle. The wheel snag and barrier 
underride performances observed in tests MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 were nearly identical to 
one another. Both the 34- and 36-in. (864- and 914-mm) tall MGS had similar OIV and ORA 
values. The exit angle and exit orientation angle were both higher for the 36-in. (914-mm) tall 
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MGS than the 34-in. (864-mm) MGS, but the vehicle appeared to exit the system with all wheels 
tracking in those systems. 
System damage differed between the 32-, 34-, and 36-in. (813-, 864-, and 914-mm) tall 
MGS, as shown in Figure 74. In test no. 2214MG-3, the 32-in. (813-mm) tall MGS rail did not 
fully flatten, although rail kinking occurred between post nos. 13 and 17 and the rail lifted 
approximately 1½ in. (38 mm). In test no. MGSMRH-1, the 34-in. (864-mm) MGS rail was not 
fully flattened, but the corrugations were compressed between post nos. 14 and 17, and the rail 
lifted approximately 2½ in. (64 mm). In test no. MGSMRH-2, the lower corrugation of the 36-in. 
(914-mm) tall MGS was flattened beginning at the splice between post nos. 14 and 15 and 
ending at the splice between post nos. 16 and 17. The rail was lifted approximately 3 in. (76 
mm), and the degree of rail twist was greater than the twist in the 32- and 34-in. (813- and 864-
mm) tall MGS. 
The post-soil interaction also differed between the systems. Soil comparisons cannot be 
made between test no. 2214MG-3 and test nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2, as the soil 
compaction method was not the same. The lateral post deflections seen in test no. MGSMRH-1 
were, on average, larger than the lateral post deflections seen in test no. MGSMRH-2. The static 
soil strength data for each system is shown in Figure 75. The 34-in. (864-mm) tall MGS had 
slightly stiffer soil at the time of the test, but the overall rail deflection was greater than the 
deflection of the 36-in. (914-mm) tall MGS. However, more posts were deformed during the test 
of the 36-in. (914-mm) tall MGS. 
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Figure 74. System Damage Comparison 
 
 
Figure 75. Static Soil Strength Comparison 
32-in. 
(813-mm) 
MGS 
34-in. 
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10.2 Future Work 
Current MASH FHWA approval for the MGS consists of a nominal 31-in. (787-mm) top 
rail mounting height. The crash tests reported herein indicate that there exists a considerable 
factor-of-safety applicable to barrier height. However, a taller MGS is not ready for MASH 
approval as more research must be performed on the system. 
Phase II of this project will utilize LS-DYNA computer simulation to investigate several 
issues related to increased rail height (and corresponding decreased post embedment depth), 
including: (1) the 2270P behavior; (2) the effects on the end anchorages due to increased cable 
anchor angle; (3) the non-blocked MGS; and (4) end terminals and the possibility of a transition 
between the 31-in. (787-mm) rail to a higher rail height. 
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Appendix A  - Material Specifications 
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Table A-1. Material Certification Listing for Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Table A-2. Material Certification Listing for Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-1. W6x8.5 (W152x12.6) Steel Post Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-2. W6x8.5 (W152x12.6) Steel Post Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-3. W6x8.5 (W152x12.6) Steel Post Material Specifications, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-4. Wood Blockout Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-5. 12-ft 6-in. (3.8-m) Long W-Beam Section Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-6. 75-in. (1,905-mm) Long W-Beam Section Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-7. BCT Anchor Foundation Tube Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-8. BCT Anchor Timber Post Material Specifications, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure A-9. BCT Anchor Timber Post Material Specifications, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-10. BCT Anchor Groundline Strut and Yoke Assembly Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-11. BCT Cable Anchor Assembly Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-12. BCT Cable Anchor Assembly Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and 
MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-13. BCT Anchor Bracket Assembly Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-14. BCT Anchor Bearing Plate Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-15. BCT Anchor Post Sleeve Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and 
MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-16. Guardrail Splice Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and 
MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-17. Guardrail Splice Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and 
MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-18. 10-in. (254-mm) Guardrail Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 
and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-19. 14-in. (356-mm) Guardrail Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 
and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-20. Guardrail Nut Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-21. Guardrail Nut Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-22. Guardrail Nut Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-23. 1½-in. (38-mm) Hex Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and 
MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-24. 9½-in. (241-mm) Hex Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-25. ⅝-in. (16-mm) Diameter Hex Nut Material Specifications, Test Nos.  
MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-26. ⅝-in. (16-mm) Diameter Flat Washer Material Specifications, Test Nos. MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-27. ¾-in. (19-mm) Diameter Hex Bolt Material Specifications, Test Nos.  
MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-28. ¾-in. (19-mm) Diameter Hex Nut Material Specifications, Test Nos.  
MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Figure A-29. ¾-in. (19-mm) Diameter Flat Washer Material Specifications, Test Nos. 
MGSMRH-1 and MGSMRH-2 
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Appendix B  - Vehicle Center of Gravity Determination 
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Figure B-1. Vehicle Mass Distribution, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure B-2. Vehicle Mass Distribution, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Appendix C  - Static Soil Tests 
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Figure C-1. Soil Strength, Initial Baseline Tests  
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Figure C-2. Static Soil Test, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure C-3. Static Soil Test, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Appendix D  - Vehicle Deformation Records 
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Figure D-1. Floor Pan Deformation Data – Set 1, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-2. Floor Pan Deformation Data – Set 2, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-3. Occupant Compartment Deformation Data – Set 1, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-4. Occupant Compartment Deformation Data – Set 2, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-5. Exterior Vehicle Crush (NASS) - Front, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-6. Exterior Vehicle Crush (NASS) - Side, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure D-7. Floor Pan Deformation Data – Set 1, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure D-8. Floor Pan Deformation Data – Set 2, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure D-9. Occupant Compartment Deformation Data – Set 1, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure D-10. Occupant Compartment Deformation Data – Set 2, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure D-11. Exterior Vehicle Crush (NASS) - Front, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure D-12. Exterior Vehicle Crush (NASS) - Side, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Appendix E  - Accelerometer and Rate Transducer Data Plots, Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-1. 10-ms Average Longitudinal Deceleration (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-2. Longitudinal Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-3. Longitudinal Occupant Displacement (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-4. 10-ms Average Lateral Deceleration (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-5. Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-6. Lateral Occupant Displacement (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-7. Vehicle Angular Displacements (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
Roll 
Pitch 
Yaw 
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Figure E-8. Acceleration Severity Index (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-9. 10-ms Average Longitudinal Deceleration (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-10. Longitudinal Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-11. Longitudinal Occupant Displacement (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-12. 10-ms Average Lateral Deceleration (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-13. Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-14. Lateral Occupant Displacement (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Figure E-15. Acceleration Severity Index (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-1 
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Appendix F – System Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-1. Test Installation Layout, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-2. 36-in. (914-mm) Tall MGS Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-3. BCT End Anchor Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-4. BCT End Anchor Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-5. Line Post Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-6. Anchor Post Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-7. BCT Anchor Cable Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-8. Ground Strut and Anchor Bracket Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-9. W-Beam Guardrail Details, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure F-10. Bill of Materials, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Appendix G - Accelerometer and Rate Transducer Data Plots, Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-1. 10-ms Average Longitudinal Deceleration (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-2. Longitudinal Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-3. Longitudinal Occupant Displacement (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-4. 10-ms Average Lateral Deceleration (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-5. Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-6. Lateral Occupant Displacement (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-7. Vehicle Angular Displacements (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
Roll 
Pitch 
Yaw 
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Figure G-8. Acceleration Severity Index (EDR-4), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-9. 10-ms Average Longitudinal Deceleration (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-10. Longitudinal Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-11. Longitudinal Occupant Displacement (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-12. 10-ms Average Lateral Deceleration (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-13. Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-14. Lateral Occupant Displacement (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-15. Vehicle Angular Displacements (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
Roll 
Pitch 
Yaw 
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Figure G-16. Acceleration Severity Index (DTS), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-17. 10-ms Average Longitudinal Deceleration (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-18. Longitudinal Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-19. Longitudinal Occupant Displacement (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-20. 10-ms Average Lateral Deceleration (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-21. Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-22. Lateral Occupant Displacement (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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Figure G-23. Acceleration Severity Index (EDR-3), Test No. MGSMRH-2 
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